Thank you, Saskatoon!
This is one for the record books...
Over 50 years ago, Gerry Clackson found his passion in the Saskatoon Real
Estate Industry, leaving a lasting impression on each and every person he
crossed paths with. His retirement is now official!
Here is his outstanding story:
Licensed in the early 1960’s, his career started at McClocklin Real Estate
Corp., in which he sold residential properties. The population of Saskatoon
at the time was at approximately 100,000 people. Gerry’s career
expanded to selling commercial real estate in and around 1970.
In the late 70’s, both of his sons, Kim and Kevin entered the business under
his guidance.
Clackson Real Estate was started in 1983 when interest rates were 22%.
Those were challenging and yet very rewarding years for the Clackson
family. Clackson Real Estate merged with ICR in the late 1990’s.
Around 2000, Realty Executive Commercial was formed, where Gerry
enjoyed the next decade plus of his career.

Gerry joined The Commercial Group in 2014 to finish his
career, alongside his son Kevin and grandson Jeff.
All four of Gerry’s kids have been in the real estate industry,
and three of his nine grand-children are presently
involved in the commercial real estate industry.
With Gerry’s retirement now official, his presence in the
commercial real estate industry will be missed, and as he
leaves such big shoes to fill, the rest of The Commercial Group
is ready to put their best foot forward and take charge!
Kevin Clackson
Client Advisor | Broker | 306 221 0692
“My dad still likes to get out and drive around, especially in the North End. He can still
recall with amazing accuracy, a sale he did 25 years ago -- what the building sold for,
who bought it and who the vendor was.
He moves slower now at 85 and it takes a little longer to tell his stories, but they are all
worth paying attention to.
Having my dad as my teacher/mentor, I can honestly say I never would have become
who I am today without his guidance.”
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You can always expect nothing but dedication and integrity from these well respected individuals.
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